1999 Electronic Toll Collection Survey

1. Number of toll collection plazas operated

2. Number of toll collection plazas with dedicated Electronic Toll Collection

3. Number of toll collection plazas with both manual and ETC:

4. Number of toll collection lanes operated

5. Number of toll collection lanes with dedicated Electronic Toll Collection

6. Number of toll collection lanes with both manual and ETC

7. Number of toll collection tags issued

8. What antennae location technologies are used? (Circle the number of all that apply)
   - In-Pavement
   - Focused Beam
   - Distributed Overhead
   - Other: (please specify)

9. What in-vehicle equipment technologies are used? (Circle the number of all that apply)
   - Tag-Based
   - Integrated Circuit Card-Based

10. Are your toll tags use by other toll operators in your metropolitan area?
    - No
    - Yes, please list the toll operators that use your tags

11. Are your toll tags use by operators of public transit to pay transit fares in your metropolitan area?
    (Circle number of your answer)
    - No
    - Yes, please list the public transit operators that use your tags
12. Would you like to receive a copy of your metropolitan area report and the national summary report when available?
   No
   Yes